Leveraging Multivariate Testing for Digital Marketing Using SAS® Enterprise Guide®
Inspired by summer internship, I am thrilled with the concept of multivariate testing and its application in digital marketing. While the popularity of controlled experiments among the marketers is growing to achieve accurately optimized results, confusion still exist with respect to use of different tests and difference among them. Considering the different transaction datasets available I have simulated design experiment dataset which will help to understand the impact of campaign in the market by implementing both traditional A/B test approach and multivariate approach. Results of both the methods could be contrasted to see which approach gives us the better insights with accuracy. And understanding the advantages and disadvantages of adopting them. These study could answer questions such as:

- How are the results produced by t-test different than the multivariate?
- What are the limitations of t-test? And what impact it can cause?
- Why it’s important to control for different effects while testing campaigns?
- What are the different ways to achieve multivariate testing and how they can be applied in marketing campaigns?

The data is simulated for the email campaigns with four different version sent to distinct set of customers with an offer banner placed at different location in an email. The data captures the customer behavior with respect to different location of offer banner and email content and has fields like CID, Adv_Pos, Content_1, Content_2, Elite_Flg, Unique clicks, Unsub, Response, Below_adv_flg and Clicks_below_adv

Four different group of customers were sent four different versions of an email. Each email has an offer banner placed in it at different locations. 0-Default version has the standard content of an email, Version 1-Primary has the offer banner embedded in the header of an email, Version -2 has offer placed below the header and in Version-3 offer banner is placed at the bottom.

Apart from the offer banner each version has its own customized content sent to the customers based on the type of customers such as frequent buyers are considered as Best Customers while not so frequent buyers are considered as General Customers.

Metric used to measure the campaigns are click through rate, conversion rate, revenue per customer, clicks per unit, unsubscription rate, response rate etc.

SAS procedures used are
- PROC TTEST
- PROC GLM
- PROC LOGISTIC
- PROC MIXED

Does the location of banner is causing any change in the response from the customers?

- It was observed from the t-test results that response received from the version -1 email was significantly different from the default email content.
- Considering all the four versions, if all of them needs to be tested among each other we need to subset data 4C2 times i.e. 12 times also 12 different t-test needs to be executed on these datasets

Does the location of banner is causing any change in the response from the customers after controlling for best customer effect?

- It is observed from the results that if the response is controlled for best customer effect the results produced by t-test shows that there is no significant impact of the location of an offer in a email on the response or conversion rate.

- To control for best customers for each test pairs of the emails additional steps needs to be worked out in order to stage data for tests.
- Similarly, Customers respond to an offer email when they receive the relevant or customized content in their email, but once the response is controlled for customer types i.e. best customers and general customers it is observed that there is no significant different in the response received from the four different versions of the emails.
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RESULTS CONTINUED

How does the impact of offer location, best customers and customized content on the response looks like while considering multivariate test?

- Results of the multivariate test using PROC Logistic for all the four effects feed to the model, only the elite_flag and content_1 are significant in the model i.e. no matter where the offer is placed in an email, customers are going to respond to it only if they receive a relevant content in an email and also if the customers are frequent buyers they will respond to an email.

- At the granular level, it is observed from the contrast statement that even if the location of offer banner is not causing a significant impact on the response but there exist a significant difference in response among customized content of default version of an email and the rest three versions of the emails.

- From the interaction plot it is observed that if the customer is frequent buyer and he is given the customized content, there is high chance of an offer email to get responded or converted as compare to frequent buyers receiving a default content.

- Similarly, using PROC GLM it was observed that location of an offer, customized content or customer type has no significant impact on the overall clicks of the campaign.

CONCLUSIONS

- To understand the actual effect of all the factors in the campaign using T-test, additional steps are required to prepare necessary data needed for T-test, which involves time

- To control for multiple effect using T-Test is tedious as it requires human insights to understand which factors could possibly have impact on the factor under test

- Uncertainty with the results exists if all possible combination of the factors are not considered while testing and can often lead to wrong interpretations

- As the number of factors to test increase T-test causes increase in number of testing steps which incurs extra time, cost and resources.

- Multivariate test allows to measure the effect of different combinations of the content in less time and in single one step test.

- It also allows to understand the results at the granular level by the using the CONTRAST and ESTIMATE statements in PROC GLM and PROC LOGISTIC

- Lesser degree of freedom causes challenged in producing estimates using multivariate approach

- Considering the data used for analysis if decision is made with initial t test results, there is a possibility that the campaign is not interpreted right. In the analysis t-test showed significant difference in the response with the email having offer placed at different location, but when controlled for best customer effect the results didn’t hold true.

- Running multivariate test and controlling for multiple effects at the same time yields correct interpretation of results. In the one particular campaign used in this analysis it was observed that conversion rate could be improved if customers are targeted with relevant content and frequent buyers are addressed and special strategies are adopted to engage them.
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